In a go/no-go procedure, pigeons were trained to discriminate a square line figure (8+) from a circle (8-). Generalization decrements to altered versions of S+ were analyzed to determine which features the pigeons attended to. In Experiment 1, the square was broken at midsegments or vertices and expanded by varying amounts in order to determine which of these potential visual features pigeons weight more heavily. Greater generalization decrements to midsegment deleted probes than to vertex deleted probes provided evidence that pigeons weight midsegments more heavily than vertices. By deleting single vertices or midsegments, selected so as to include all contour elements, Experiments 2 and 3 provided evidence that, rather than attending to one or a few areas of contour, most pigeons tend to allocate attention over most or all contour elements. In addition, random deletions produced greater generalization decrements than deletions of line segments. The results suggest that, for simple line drawings, pigeons attend to multiple contours at different locations and may integrate these contours into a representation of an object.
A longstanding dispute in animal cognition with pigeons is whether the birds attend selectively to local areas of complex visual stimuli or whether they also attend to more global aspects of stimuli. Cerelia (1982) suggested that pigeons attend selectively to one or more local elements of complex stimuli while ignoring the global shapes. In contrast, Riley (1984) asserts that pigeons are likely to perceive visual objects in a way similar to humans, which implies that they attend to the global shape of stimuli. Although evidence is rapidly accumulating that animals have great proficiency in extracting features from complex visual forms, there is also evidence that they can also attend to the global shapes of stimuli (see Van Hamme, Wasserman, & Biederman, 1992; Watanabe, Lea, & Dittrich, 1993) .
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As Chatlosh and Wasserman (1993, p. 271 ) point out, "differential responding in the presence of various compound stimuli does not guarantee that all aspects of the stimuli actually exercise stimulus control over behavior." What is needed is a technique for determining which elements of complex or compound stimuli are attended to. Studies that require attention to experimenter selected stimulus aspects may demonstrate that these aspects are capable of gaining stimulus control, but they leave open the question of which features pigeons actually use for object recognition. This is an important issue, because most natural objects have multiple redundant contours any of which might logically be used as a basis for recognition or discrimination.
A technique for determining how attention is allocated across the contours of a stimulus has been lacking in previous research on attention in pigeons. The experiments reported here use a simple go/no-go discrimination procedure and relatively simple line stimuli containing multiple redundant contours. The procedure does not require attention to any particular aspect or aspects or the stimuli; several different aspects could be used as a basis for recognition, and the stimuli are simple enough so that it can be determined which aspects gained stimulus control. Deleting attended aspects of the stimuli was assumed to produce a stimulus generalization gradient, while deleting unattended aspects of the stimuli was not.
These experiments have two main purposes. First, Experiment 1, modifying a procedure involving contour deletion developed by Rilling, De Marse, and La Claire (1993) , assessed the validity of the go/no-go procedure as a method for identifying features used in object recognition. In the first experiment reported here, the transfer stimuli were broken at midsegments and vertices and expanded rather than having contour deleted. This would provide converging evidence, supporting Rilling et aI., that midsegments acquire more stimulus control in pigeons than vertices.
The second purpose of these experiments concerned the issue of whether multiple redundant features are utilized by a process of attention during object recognition. Experiments 2 and 3 used contour deletion of a simple line figure in a similar fashion to that used by Rilling et aI., except that the contour deleted depended on the spatial location of the contour rather than the type of contour. By deleting fixed percentages of contour elements at different spatial locations, the probe trials were designed so that all of the contour elements were deleted. By using a stimulus generalization decrement as a dependent variable, it was possible to determine if the pigeon was attending to all of the elements of the complete form. Therefore, Experiments 2 and 3 were designed to determine whether pigeons tend to attend to multiple areas of contour in different spatial locations by deleting contour from multiple areas.
Experiment 1
The technique of contour deletion developed by Rilling et al. (1993) is promising as a tool for identifying the features extracted from line drawings, but it introduces two variables into probe testing that are not present during discrimination training. These variables are the removal of black pixels and the introduction of broken line segments at the time of the generalization test. Therefore differences in responding to stimuli with deletions of different types of contour could be caused by either of these variables.
Because these variables could have a profound impact on response rate, it was desirable to obtain additional data with better controls. Here a space was introduced between the disconnected lines to break the form at various locations without deleting any contour. Because contour deletion was not used, this technique still introduces breaks in the relevant features, but the number of black and white pixels on the screen remains the same during discrimination training and generalization testing. However, introducing a space between the disconnected lines expands the stimulus as a function of the distance introduced between the contour elements. Of necessity, this technique introduces an increase in the area on the screen that contains contour elements, so the valid comparison is still the relative rates of responding to the two types of test stimuli. Increased decrements with increases in distance between elements could be attributed, in part, to the expansion of the stimuli during testing. If the same features emerge from the technique of contour deletion as from the technique of breaking and expanding, then there is converging evidence for the relative weighting of the underlying features across two different operations. Experiment 1 introduced the technique of breaking and expanding the contours as a technique for feature identification. The positive stimulus was a two-dimensional square and the negative stimulus was a circle. During a stimulus generalization test, the square was broken into four parts by breaking it either at the four midsegments or the four vertices.
Method
Subjects. Six experimentally naive White Carneaux pigeons maintained between 80% and 80% +20 g of their free-feeding weights served as subjects.
Apparatus. The experimental chamber (33 x 33 x 58 cm) was fitted with a 30-cm black and white monitor. The monitor was fitted with a Carroll Touch Smart Frame, an infrared touch screen with which responses were recorded. A 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 inch touch area was defined by the computer as the area on the screen in which a response would be recorded. This area was positioned centrally over the stimuli so that equal amounts of it overlapped the stimuli on all sides.
Stimuli. The discriminative stimuli for Experiment 1 were a square (approximately 14 mm per side) for the S+ and a circle (approximately 14 mm diameter) for the S-which were constructed of black pixels on a white background. The lines of the square and circle were two pixels wide. Eight transfer stimuli were constructed by breaking the square either at the midpoints of the lines or the points at which the lines met and moving the resulting parts away from the center of the figure by four different distances both horizontally and vertically (see Figure 1 ). In the four vertex break stimuli, the line segments were moved away from the center by approximately 4, 8, 12, and 16 mm each, either horizontally or vertically. In the four midsegment break stimuli, the four vertices were each moved by the same distances both horizontally and vertically. All stimuli were presented so that their centers were located in the same position on the screen, 13 cm horizontally and 5.5 cm vertically from the upper left corner of the monitor.
Procedure. All birds were magazine trained to the left magazine and manually shaped to peck the screen while the square was visible for food reinforcement. Only responses that fell within the defined touch area were recorded. The birds performed at least one 40 trial session on continuous reinforcement after which they were placed on a gradually increasing fixed ratio schedule until each bird consistently responded for a minimum of 20 sec on each trial. Following this, they completed two daily sessions on a 20-sec fixed interval schedule. Discrimination training followed in which 30 S+ and 30 S-trials were randomly presented each daily session until the pigeons reached a discrimination ratio of 80% for two successive sessions. The criterion was calculated by dividing the total number of responses to S+ per session by the total number of S+ and S-responses per session. After the criterion was reached, five more training sessions were run in which 10 trials using the square but no reinforcement were randomly interspersed within the S+ and S-trials. Three generalization test sessions followed in which each of the eight transfer stimuli were presented twice each. These 16 trials were randomly interspersed within the other 70 trials with the restriction that the first trial of the session was not a transfer trial.
During discrimination training, the S+ was presented on a fixed interval 20-sec schedule; the first peck after 20 sec from the time of stimulus presentation produced opportunity for food reinforcement which lasted 3 sec. The S-was presented for 20 sec and then removed without reinforcement. Three or more responses to S-produced a timeout of 2 sec for each response, which followed the removal of the stimulus. Transfer stimuli were presented for 20 sec and removed without reinforcement, but no timeout was in effect. A 5-sec ITI followed immediately after reinforcement on S+ trials, after any timeout or stimulus removal on S-trials, and after stimulus removal on transfer trials. The screen was white during reinforcement, timeouts, and ITls.
Results and Discussion
All birds learned the discrimination between the square and circle quite rapidly. The number of sessions required to reach criterion were 5.8 with a range of 3 to 10. The mean number of responses per S+ and S-trial during the last day of training were 44.7 and 1.2 for Bird 1, 35.7 and 1.9 for Bird 2, 35.8 and 1.5 for Bird 3, 46.9 and .03 for Bird 4, 49.7 and 4.0 for Bird 5, and 47.9 and 3.1 for Bird 6.
The results are presented in Figure 2 , which shows the stimulus generalization gradients for breaks at the midsegments and vertices. The number of responses per trial declined as the distance of separation increased from 4 to 12 mm. Both midsegment and vertex breaks produced substantial response decrements compared to S+ indicating both types of contour acquired stimulus control. As predicted by the feature extraction hypothesis, breaks at the midsegments of the lines composing the square produced greater response decrements than breaks at the vertices at all four separation distances. This suggests that midsegments acquired more stimulus control than vertices.
A repeated measures, three way analysis of variance was conducted with distance of separation (4, 8, 12, and 16) , break type (midsegment and vertex), and session (1, 2, and 3) as variables. An alpha level of .05 was used for this and all analyses. The main effects were all significant: F(3, 15) = 15.13, P < .001 for distance of separation, F(1, 5) = 10.59, P < .001 for break type, and F(2, 10) = 12.55, P < .001 for session. No interactions were Significant. The results of Experiment 1 provided converging evidence that supports earlier findings that midsegments control more responding than vertices; however, this does not necessarily demonstrate that pigeons attend to midsegments more than vertices in all situations. Also, this experiment did not demonstrate that pigeons attend to all or most of the contour of a stimulus. Both midsegments and vertices acquired stimulus control, however, because each stimulus was composed of four midsegments and four vertices, the most that can be said is that the pigeons attended to at least one midsegment and one vertex. In order to successfully recognize objects, pigeons should be able to integrate information from many different areas within the visual field rather than utilizing only contour from a small area of the visual field. Therefore, Experiments 2 and 3 were designed to determine whether pigeons attend to multiple stimulus elements rather than a single element.
Experiment 2
Whereas Experiment 1 provided evidence that midsegments and vertices are both used as features, Experiment 2 as well as Experiment 3 did not directly involve the identification of the features used for object recognition. Rather, the focus was on whether pigeons tend to utilize contour from different spatial locations within a figure. For the sake of simplicity, only midsegments were deleted in Experiment 2, and only vertices were deleted in Experiment 3. Because the results of Experiment 1 indicated that midsegments acquired more stimulus control than vertices, and because midsegments are located closer to the center of the entire form thus requiring attention to a smaller total area, midsegment deletion is reported first.
In the previously reported experiments, contour deletion or expansion was conducted on four areas of the stimuli simultaneously. In this experiment, a fixed amount of contour was deleted from the four midsegments separately. Probes were constructed so that deletions centered around one of four midsegments, here referred to as the defining deletion. In the probes with the least amount of deletion, a single midsegment was deleted, resulting in four stimuli with part of one line missing. In probes with greater amounts of deletion, either one or two additional midsegments were deleted. These additional deletions were of midsegments adjacent to the defining deletion, so that four groups of stimuli were constructed with deletions centering around one of the four midsegments.
Because this experiment compares the stimulus control of different areas of contour, it allows us to determine whether pigeons attend to multiple redundant contour or selectively focus on small areas of contour. If there is a greater response decrement to some probes with the same amount of deletion as others, then it can be concluded that all of the deleted areas were attended to. If, however, a probe with a deletion of one particular midsegment produces a response decrement, while the probes with the other midsegments deleted produce no response decrement, then it can be concluded that only the deleted midsegment acquired stimulus control.
Sensitivity to visual noise is an important characteristic of an object recognition system. For example, Biederman (1987) assumes that the human object recognition system has the capacity to recognize degraded objects by recovering missing components. In contrast with the extensive literature on human object recognition, very little is known about the effects of noise on the object recognition system in pigeons. For this reason, three additional probes with various amounts of pixels randomly deleted from the entire figure, as opposed to entire midsegments, were also added to the experiment. Random deletion left the global shape of the figure intact but degraded all of the potential features. The number of pixels deleted was equated with the number of pixels deleted in each of the midsegment deletion conditions so that comparisons could be made between the importance of having some intact features versus having no intact features but an intact global shape.
Method
Subjects and apparatus. Six new experimentally naive White Carneaux pigeons were maintained under the same conditions and run in the same apparatus employed in Experiment 1 .
Stimuli. The S+ and S-were the same square and circle used in Experiment 1. In order to determine which midsegments of the square the pigeons attended, a new set of 12 probe stimuli were used (see Figure 3) . In four of the stimuli (1-4 in Figure 3 ) contour was removed from only one of the midsegments, a different midsegment for each stimulus. The amount of contour removed was 18.7% of the total number of pixels in the original square. The next four stimuli (6-9 in Figure 3 ) had contour deleted from two adjacent midsegments. The pair of vertices deleted differed in each stimulus so that in the four stimuli, all possible combinations of adjacent midsegments were deleted. The size of each midsegment deletion was the same as in the first four stimuli, therefore the two deletions per stimulus resulted in the removal of 37.5 % of the original contour. Four more probe stimuli (11-14 in Figure 3 ) were constructed with three midsegments deleted, which required the removal of 56.2% of the original square.
In order to determine whether pigeons require at least one intact feature in order to recognize line drawings, three additional probes (5, 10, and 15 in Figure 3 ) were constructed using random deletion of pixels. So that the amount of responding to randomly deleted probes could be compared with the results of midsegment deletion, each of these probes had the same number of pixels deleted as in one of the three vertex deletion conditions: Probe 5 had 18.7% of the pixels deleted, Probe 10 had 37.5 % of the pixels deleted, and Probe 15 had 56.2% of the pixels deleted. In order to ensure that the pixels selected for deletion were random, each pixel in the original square was assigned a number, and a computer randomly selected these numbers until the number of pixels required for deletion was reached.
In Figure 3 , the stimuli are arranged according to two factors. The first is number of midsegment deletions (or percentage of pixels removed if the random deletion probes are included). The second is the general locus of deletion, or the area of the square around which deletions are centered. For ease of expression, the midsegment around which deletions are centered will be referred to as the defining deletion, thus the defining deletion of the first group, which includes Stimuli 1, 6, and 11, is the top deletion. The probes with one and three midsegment deletions fit nicely into this type of categorization: Each probe with one deletion is in the same group as the probe with the same vertex and the two adjacent vertices deleted. For example, Probe 1 has the top midsegment deleted, and Probe 11 has the top and the two midsegments adjacent to the top deleted. However, the probes with two midsegments deleted do not fit as nicely. In Figure 3 , the convention of placing the probe with the second deleted midsegment located n l. counterclockwise from the defining deletion into that group was adopted. The random deletion probes were placed in their own group, but they clearly were not designed to test which contour the pigeon attends. All stimuli were black on a white background and presented in the same location as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The shaping and training procedure was identical to that employed in Experiment 1. Transfer tests were also the same as in Experiment 1 except that 6 rather than 3 transfer test sessions were conducted and each of the 15 new probes were presented only once per session randomly interspersed within the 30 S+, 30 S-, and 10 non reinforced S+ trials.
Results and Discussion
Overall analysis. The average number of days of discrimination training between S+ and S-to reach the criterion was 11.0 with a range of 4 to 21. The mean number of responses per S+ and S-trial during the last day of training were 40.6 and 0.8 for Bird 1, 46.6 and 2.0 for Bird 2, 19.3 and 1.5 for Bird 3, 48.5 and 2.1 for Bird 4, 44.1 and 1.4 for Bird 5, and 41.8 and 2.2 for Bird 6. Figure 4 shows the generalization gradients to the sixteen probes used in Experiment 2. Several things should be noted. First, the level of responding fell rapidly as a function of the number of midsegments deleted. This was expected based on the previous results of Rilling et al. (1993) which showed that responding decreases as amount of deletion increases. Second, the averages appeared to show little preference for any particular locus, indicating that, for the most part, the pigeons extracted all of the midsegments, and all of the midsegments acquired functional significance. Responding to probes was lower than to S+ for all probes with only one midsegment deleted, and the level of responding was similar for all of these probes. The exception was Probe 4, which elicited slightly higher responding than the other three. The amount of responses was very similar for the four probes with two midsegments deleted as well as for the four probes with three midsegments deleted. Third, the most surprising and robust findings were the very low response rates produced by random deletions. Random deletions of only 18.7% of the total contour produced a generalization decrement comparable to deleting 56.2% of the contour at midsegments or vertices.
Using the stimulus grouping as displayed in Figure 4 , a repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted with amount of deletion (18.7%, 37.5%, and 56.2%), locus of deletion (top, right, bottom, left, and random), and session (1-6) as variables. The main effect for amount of deletion was significant, F(2, 10) = 42.40, P < .001, indicating that responding decreased as amount of deletion increased. The main effect of locus of deletion was significant, F(4, 20) = 15.29, P < .001. Inspection of Figure 4 will show that this significant effect was almost entirely due to very low responding to the random deletion conditions: The four vertex deletions show very little difference. The main effect of session was significant, F(5, 25) = 4.87, P < .01, which is due to reduced responding across sessions. The amount of deletion x locus of deletion interaction was significant, F(8, 40) = 4.97, P < .01, which was primarily due to the inclusion of the random deletion data in the analysis. Responding was high for the four probes with one midsegment deleted, intermediate for the four probes with two midsegments deleted and low for the four probes with three midsegments deleted, but responding was low to all of the random deletion probes. No other interactions were significant. Several planned comparisons were conducted using only the original data arrangement due to the similar results between the two alternative arrangements. A means comparison was conducted on the difference between all of the midsegment deletion conditions in combination and the three random deletion conditions in combination . The difference was significant, F(1) = 64.80, P < .001 , showing that responding was lower to randomly deleted probes than midsegment deleted probes. This effect was also analyzed at the three levels of amount of deletion separately so that the three single vertex deletion probes were compared with the 18.7% random deletion probe, and so forth. At the 18.7% and 37.5% deletion levels, the difference between the midsegment deletion probes was significant, F(1) = 65.79 and F(1) = 13.78, P < .001 respectively. At the 56.2% deletion level, the difference between the vertex deletion probes and the random deletion probe was not Significant, F(1) = 3.13, due to the fact that responding was very low to all of these probes.
Individual data. The analysis of group data demonstrated that responding was lower to randomly deleted probes than to midsegments deleted probes with the same number of pixels removed, that responding decreased as the number of midsegments or amount of contour deleted increased, and that the birds appeared to show no overall preference for any particular locus of deletion. However, in order to determine how attention was allocated across the contours, it was necessary to examine the individual data for each bird. It was possible that different pigeons would show a difference in attention to different contour elements, and these differences could average out in the overall analysis. The ideal results would show that all midsegments acquired equal amounts of stimulus control in all pigeons. This would suggest that pigeons tend to attend to several different features of objects rather than relying on only one feature or a small number of features. However, in this paradigm it was possible for the pigeons to develop individual preferences for particular areas of contour. Because the statistical tests had already been completed on the group data, no additional statistical tests were conducted: Instead, the individual data are presented for visual examination. Figure 5 shows the individual data for the two most extreme birds; the bird showing the greatest degree of preference for a certain area of contour and the bird showing the least evidence for any preference for any particular area.
Examination of the top panel suggests that for Bird 5 the bottom midsegment acquired the greatest amount of stimulus control and the left midsegment acquired the least amount of stimulus control. There was a substantial response decrement to probes with the locus deletion located at the bottom midsegment, while there was less of a response decrement to the probes with the left and top midsegments. Responding was intermediate to probes with the locus of deletion at the right midsegment. These data suggest that this bird attended substantially more to the bottom right area of the figure than to the top left area.
Examination of the bottom panel suggests that all midsegments acquired approximately equal amounts of stimulus control for Bird 6. A response decrement was produced by all probes at roughly equal amounts at each amount of deletion, and only a slight preference for the bottom and left midsegments can be detected. Table 1 contains the individual data for all six birds. Inspection of these data reveal that two of the birds (2 and 5) seem to show a fairly clear preference for a particular area of contour, while the other four birds (1, 3, 4, and 6) show no clearly detectable preference. Overall, these results suggest that pigeons have the tendency to extract and assign functional significance to several different or all contour in a simple line drawing, but that some birds will extract and assign functional significance to some contours more than others. Experiment 3 was very similar to Experiment 2 with the only difference being that vertices were deleted rather than midsegments. The results of Experiment 1 indicated that both midsegments and vertices acquired stimulus control, but that the midsegments exercised greater stimulus control and were weighted more strongly. This could have been because midsegments are better features for object recognition in pigeons than vertices, or it could have been the result of greater attention being devoted to midsegments than vertices. However, because Experiment 1 demonstrated that vertices acquire some stimulus control, deletion of vertices should produce similar, and perhaps more pronounced, effects than those observed in Experiment 2 with midsegment deletion. For this reason and for the sake of completeness, Experiment 3 was run in the same manner as Experiment 2, except that vertices were deleted rather than midsegments. 
Method
Subjects and apparatus. Six experimentally naive White Carneaux pigeons were maintained under the same conditions and run in the same apparatus as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Stimuli. The S+ and S-were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. Probe stimuli were constructed in the same manner as those used in Experiment 2 except that contour was deleted from corners of the figure rather than the middle of the lines composing the figure. The eight vertex deletion probes consisted of four probes in which one vertex was deleted, four probes in which two vertices were deleted, and four probes in which three vertices were deleted. The amount of contour was the same as in Experiment 2; 18.7% of the total contour for one vertex deletion, 37.5% for two vertex deletions, and 56.2% for three vertex deletions.
The stimuli are shown in Figure 6 and follow the convention of grouping used in Experiment 2. In addition to the 12 vertex deleted probes, the same three randomly deleted probes as were used in Experiment 2 were included.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2, except that vertex deleted probes were used instead of midsegment deleted probes.
Results and Discussion
Overall analysis. The average number of days of discrimination training between S+ and S-to reach the criterion was 7.8 with a range of 4 to 12. The mean number of responses per S+ and S-trial during the last day of training were 53.1 and 0.8 for Bird 1, 54.6 and 3.3 for Bird 2, 24.8 and 0.4 for Bird 3, 29.2 and 1.3 for Bird 4, 25.5 and 1.2 for Bird 5, and 61.3 and 0.3 for Bird 6. Figure 7 shows the generalization gradients for the 16 probes used in Experiment 3. As in Experiment 2, responding fell rapidly as the amount of deletion increased, and responding was low to all random deletion probes. The pigeons again appeared to show little preference for any particular locus, indicating that, for the most part, they extracted all of the vertices, and all of the vertices acquired functional Significance. Responding was lower than S+ for all probes with only one vertex deleted, and the level of responding was similar for all of these probes. The amount of responses also was similar for the four probes with two vertices deleted as well as for the four probes with three vertices deleted.
Using the stimulus grouping displayed in Figure 7 , a repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted with amount of deletion (18.7%, 37.5%, and 56.2%), locus of deletion (bottom left, top left, top right, bottom left, and random), and session (1-6) as variables. The main effect for amount of deletion was significant, F(2, 10) = 57.32, P < .001, indicating that responding decreased as amount of deletion increased. The main effect of locus of deletion was significant, F(4, 20) = 10.42, P < .001. Inspection of Figure 7 will show that this significant effect was almost entirely due to very low responding to the random deletion conditions. The main effect of session was significant, F(5, 25) = 5.88, P < .01, which was due to reduced responding across sessions. The amount of deletion x locus of deletion and locus of deletion x session interactions were significant, F(8, 40) = 7.19, P < .01, and F(20, 100) = 1.75, P < .01 respectively, both of which are primarily due to the inclusion of the random deletion data in the analysis. No other interactions were significant. Several planned comparisons were conducted using only the original data arrangement due to the similarity of the results between the two alternative arrangements. A means comparison was conducted on the difference between all of the vertex deletion conditions in combination and the three random deletion conditions in combination. The difference was significant, F(1) = 92.10, P < .001, showing that responding was lower to randomly deleted probes than vertex-deleted probes. This effect was also analyzed at the three levels of amount of deletion separately so that the four single midsegment deletion probes were compared with the 18.7% random deletion probes, and so forth. At the 18.7% and 37.5% deletion levels, the difference between the vertex deletion probes was significant, F(1) = 110.3, P < .001, and F(1) = 25.31, P < .001 respectively. At the 56.2% deletion level, the difference was not significant, F(1) = 1.22, due to the fact that responding was very low to all of these probes. Comparisons of data from individual vertex deletion probes were not planned nor conducted for the overall data.
Individual data. Examination of the individual data is again necessary to determine how attention was allocated across the contours for the individual birds. Figure 8 shows the individual data for the two most extreme birds; the bird showing the greatest degree of preference for a certain area of contour and the bird showing the least evidence for any preference for any particular area of contour. Examination of the top panel suggests that for Bird 1 the top right vertex acquired the greatest amount of stimulus control while the bottom left acquired the least. The other vertices seem to have acquired intermediate amounts of control. Overall, the data suggest that the bird attended mostly to the top right area of the figure at the expense of the bottom left area. Examination of the bottom panel suggests that for Bird 6 all vertices acquired approximately equal amounts of stimulus control. A response decrement was produced by all probes at roughly equal amounts at each amount of deletion. Table 2 contains the individual data for all six birds. Inspection of these data reveal that two of the birds (1 and 2) seem to show some preference for a particular area of contour, while the other four birds (3, 4, 5, and 6) show little or no preference. Overall, these results suggest that pigeons have the tendency to extract and assign functional significance to several different contours or all contour in a simple line drawing, but that some birds will extract and assign functional significance to some contours more than others. Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that multiple contours acquire stimulus control.
General Discussion
The main contribution of Experiment 1 was to provide converging evidence that, by breaking and expanding contour during generalization testing, more responding is controlled by midsegments than vertices. Combined with the results of Rilling et al. (1993) using contour deletion, additional support has been provided for this conclusion. Also, both types of contour, as demonstrated by the relative rates of responding in these experiments, are capable of acquiring stimulus control. It is unclear from these data whether the midsegment advantage is a general property of the object recognition system of pigeons or is a special case limited to the simple discriminative stimuli employed in these experiments. Therefore it would be desirable to extend these experiments to more complex stimuli.
The topic of attention often emerges in discussions of object recognition in pigeons where authors speculate about whether the pigeons attend to various features or areas of a stimulus. What has been lacking in previous work has been a simple, sensitive assay for detecting how attention is allocated across the contours of stimuli. When the discriminative stimulus is a connected line drawing without any missing contour elements, contour deletion produces a finely graded generalization gradient where amount of decrement is a function of amount of deleted contour.
In recent discussions of the mechanisms underlying the pigeon's perception of line drawings, there has been a debate between the view that pigeons attend to local features and the view that pigeons represent line drawings as objects. Cerelia's (1982) view was that pigeons extract features from small areas of contour and ignore other areas of contour or the global structure of the stimulus so that the representation is a set of features not perceptually integrated into an object. An alternative is the view (Riley, 1984; Van Hamme et aI., 1992) that the pigeon's perception is based on the more global structure of the stimuli, not simply local features. Experiments 2 and 3 addressed this question in that the simple discrimination between the square and the circle could have been mastered by attending to a small area of the figures or by attending to many areas of the figure. The data lead to the unequivocal rejection of the hypothesis that they attend to only a small area of contour. The data show that most of the pigeons attended to contour from all areas of the stimulus approximately equally. The pigeons that attended to some contours more than others also showed a tendency to attend to more than one area of contour. Although the stimuli in these experiments were very simple line drawings, the results are encouraging in their implications for other experiments, such as those of Van Hamme et al. (1992) , which used more complicated line stimuli. Generalizing to these and other experiments, it is likely that the pigeons attended to many areas of the stimuli, which is a prerequisite for forming global representations of the stimuli. Thus, the conclusion from these experiments complements the conclusion from the most recent review of work on concept formation in pigeons by Watanabe et al. (1993) that, at least under some experimental conditions, pigeons represent line drawings as objects.
Some pigeons showed a clear tendency to attend to some areas of contour at the expense of others. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that all areas of the stimuli were attended equally. With more complex stimuli, selective attention could be greater. In a search task using graphic landmarks as indicators of target location, Spetch and Mondloch (1993) found a pattern of results analogous but, in some important respects, different from the results reported here. In their experiment, pigeons searched for a target location based on the locations of four visual landmarks. In addition to methodological differences, the most important difference between these experiments and those reported here is that they used stimuli of much greater complexity; four spatially separated shapes of differing color and shape. Their results suggest that pigeons base search on fewer than all of the available landmarks. They also note individual differences in the landmarks controlling search , which is analogous to our findings with some birds. It remains to be determined, therefore, under which experimental circumstances pigeons will attend to a greater or lesser amount of the visual information available.
The very low response rates to randomly deleted probes is surprising because many theories of object recognition in humans (e.g. Hummel & Biederman, 1992) rely on the ability of the human visual system to "connecf' line segments when random noise is added to a visual stimulus. Our data suggest that when the pigeons are trained only with connected line segments and not exposed to any disconnected line segments during training, they show a very limited ability to connect randomly deleted stimuli. In the simplest terms, none of the probes with random deletions appeared to the pigeons as squares-an effect contrary to what would be expected with human subjects. Therefore, theories that assume substantial resistance of features to visual noise might not work well in accounting for object recognition in pigeons in some experimental situations. A likely interpretation of the data for the random probes is that the introduction of white pixels could have made these probes very discriminable from S+ or more similar to S-. If the pigeons easily discriminated solid lines from noisy lines, they may have found them to be quite novel, thus producing large generalization decrements.
